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In late 2006 and early 2007, ice,
snow and wind storms pummelled 

the state damaging or destroying 37 
NPPD transmission line segments 
and 18 substations. Utility systems of 
several NPPD wholesale customers 
were also severely damaged. All in all, 
tens of thousands of Nebraskans lost 
power, some for several weeks. Public 
power crews worked around-the-clock, 
completing a significant rebuild in just 
four months. 

In 2012, it was not cold, but hot, dry 
weather that wreaked havoc on the 
power grid in north central Nebraska. 
Temperatures rose above 100 degrees 
for more than 10 days in a row, with no 
precipitation, causing NPPD to reach 
performance limits on an already strained 
section of our high-voltage system. 
As a result, we had to ask some of our 
wholesale utilities to reduce their energy 
usage to prevent a cascading event.

It is these types of real-life scenarios, 
along with additional load growth in the 
north central portion of the state, that is 
driving the need for more transmission. 

At the time, NPPD brought in mobile 
generators to address voltage issues on 
the system. In 2016, we connected a 
39-mile transmission line segment from
Hoskins to Neligh. The final solution is
connecting a longer transmission line
segment known as the R-Project. This
225-mile line would start at NPPD’s
Gerald Gentleman Station, connect
to an existing substation in Thedford,
Nebraska, and end at an interconnection
point in Holt county.

NPPD began looking at where to site the 
power line more than five years ago. We 
started with a study area totaling more 
than 7,000 square-miles in 14 counties 
and then worked with landowners to 
create potential routes. Approximately 
2,500 comments and more than 50 
different project criteria were reviewed 
in great detail before selecting a final line 
route in early 2015. 

Since then, NPPD has continued working 
with landowners to seek property 
access, including easements, and discuss 
placement of structures on their land. 

The District has also applied for an 
environmental permit with the U.S. Fish 
& Wildlife Service. This permit is needed 
before construction begins. We have 
heard from several people who are not 
pleased the line needs to go through the 
Sandhills. We understand their concerns. 
If there was another way to solve NPPD’s 
reliability issues without taking this 
path, we would do it. But the fact is, 
growing electricity needs in north central 
Nebraska require us to build in this area.  

Constructing new power lines is never 
easy. We chose to be the entity in charge 
of this project because we live and work 
here, too. We take great pride in the 
quality of our work, and respect those we 
serve. We know there are concerns about 
restoring land after construction. NPPD 
already operates many miles of power 
lines in the Sandhills, and across the state, 
but we are hiring an individual dedicated 
solely to right-of-way restoration. I 
expect this person to work directly with 
individual landowners to determine 
the best restoration methods for their 
particular situation. 

By working together, we can deliver a 
better product while ensuring power is 
there when customers need it now, and 
in the future.

Ensuring Reliable Service: 
 What it Takes

Nebraska is the only state in the U.S. where every single home and business receives electric service 
from locally-owned utilities such as municipal utilities, electric cooperatives or public power districts. This 
public power structure is also one reason electricity is so reliable in Nebraska. Should a power interruption 
occur, our customers can be assured we will work to restore service in a timely and efficient manner. 

MUTUAL AID IN AND OUT OF NEBRASKA
When storms happen, you will find crews lining up to help one another restore 
services, as needed. Public power crews are also committed to answering the call 
outside of the state as shown by this NPPD team who spent two weeks restoring 
electricity in Florida following hurricane Irma. Mutual aid efforts were also provided 
by other Nebraska utilities including Lincoln Electric System, Omaha Public Power 
District, Grand Island Utilities and Loup Power District.

In the distance of this photo taken 
near Thedford, a transmission 
line carries electricity to where it 
is needed. Load growth in north 
central Nebraska requires NPPD 
to build an additional power line 
to address reliability concerns and 
serve as an alternate path should 
Mother Nature strike.

As a Nebraskan, I enjoy living in a 
state that celebrates the “good life.” 
Electricity plays a big role in powering 
the items we use every day. It’s also 
a key reason why we take our role of 
serving customers with reliable service 
seriously. Customers continuously tell 
us power reliability is their NUMBER 
ONE careabout. Nebraska currently 
ranks third nationally for shortest 
outage response time, while NPPD has 
transmission reliability of 99.99 percent. 
This helps ensure the stability our 
customers expect and deserve.


